ABSTRACT This paper concerns about the dynamic alignment for the strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS), especially in the case of no GPS assistance. A novel coarse alignment algorithm using external reference velocity in b-frame is proposed. To get the observation vectors of the optimization-based attitude alignment method, the velocity algorithm of SINS is derived in the inertial coordinate frame, so the Coriolis Effect can be excluded. Meanwhile, the real-time position of the SINS is approximately located, and the deviation of the gravity vector caused by the vehicle's displacement can be compensated, which further improves the alignment accuracy. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm performs better than the existing algorithm and it can provide ideal initial conditions for the fine alignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The initial misalignment of SINS would generate great navigation errors [1] , [2] , which necessitates the initial alignment stage to determine the initial state at the very start. The alignment procedure often consists of coarse alignment and fine alignment [3] , [4] . The purpose of coarse alignment is to provide a fairly good initial condition for fine alignment [5] , [6] . Hence its performance will affect the accuracy and rapidity of the whole alignment process.
Commonly used coarse alignment method is to determine the attitude based on gravity observations in inertial reference frame [7] , [8] . In [9] and [10] , two-point sampling of the gravity vectors in the relative coordinate frame is used to estimate the mooring attitude. This estimation is called ''TRAID'' method. References [11] and [12] propose optimizationbased alignment (OBA) method, transforming the alignment into ''continuous'' attitude determination (''Wahba'' problem [13] ). Because of the sufficient utilization of the observations, the performance of the OBA is theoretically better than the analytic TRAID method. In the in-motion environment, the accelerometer's measurements will no longer only contain the gravity. External velocity reference is necessary to distinguish the gravity from the vehicle's acceleration. Since the navigational velocity can be measured by Global Positioning System (GPS), the n frame velocity-aided alignment algorithms have been successfully applied in [11] - [14] .
Besides n frame velocity, we can get the real-time position from GPS, which effectively avoids the positioning problem during the alignment.
For the no-GPS applications, because the GPS signal is absent, b frame velocity is the most common used velocity reference, and the real-time positioning becomes a difficult problem that needs to be solved. In [15] and [16] , the alignment problem for underwater vehicles is studied using Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) as aiding equipment. Conventional analytic method is used to determine the initial attitude, and a data-saving and backtracking scheme is used to estimate the position. Reference [17] proposes to use the propeller speed as the velocity reference, and it is still need to be converted to the b frame velocity. However, [17] treated the dynamic alignment problem in a traditional moving frame and therefore its basic equation contains the velocity term (Coriolis Effect). So its performance is more dependent on the measurement precision of the velocity. Besides, because there are no accurate position references, it ignores the change of geographic position, so its position alignment error is relatively large. On the other hand, since the attitude alignment is based on gravity observations, the gravity deviation caused by vehicle's displacement cannot be ignored for highaccuracy attitude alignment. For this problem, [18] and [19] proposes an alignment and position determination algorithm, but their basic equation still contain the velocity term.
Meanwhile, the attitude estimation method in [19] is the ''TRAID'' method, which restricts its alignment performance.
In this paper, a dynamic coarse alignment method is proposed. The main works can be summarized as follows:
(1) In the b frame velocity equation of SINS, there exist Coriolis velocity term, which cannot be compensated unless the velocity is accurately measured. Therefore, in this paper, the vehicle's velocity is derived in the inertial coordinate frame, so the Coriolis Effect in the velocity equation is excluded.
(2) Considering that the fast displacement of moving vehicles will cause the deviation of the gravity vector, an estimation method of the vehicle's displacement is introduced in this paper, and the deviation can be compensated. Meanwhile, the real-time geographic position of the carrier can be roughly located during the alignment process.
This paper is organized in six sections. The coordinate frame definitions and the fundamental knowledge are given in Section II and Section III. In section IV, the novel initial alignment algorithm is proposed. Experimental details and results are presented in Section V. Then, in Section VI, some conclusions are drawn.
II. COORDINATE FRAME DEFINITIONS
The coordinate frames used in this paper are defined as follows:
i frame: Earth-Centred Initially Fixed (ECIF) orthogonal reference frame.
e frame: Earth-Centred Earth Fixed (ECEF) orthogonal reference frame.
n frame: local geographic orthogonal frame aligned with East-North-Up (ENU) axes. n 0 frame: It is formed by fixing the n frame on the earth's surface at the beginning of the alignment.
i n frame: It is formed by fixing the n frame in the inertial space at the beginning of the alignment.
b frame: body orthogonal frame aligned with RightForward-Up (RFU) axes of the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).
i b frame: It is formed by fixing the b frame in the inertial space at the beginning of the alignment.
i e frame: It is formed by fixing the e frame in the inertial space at the beginning of the alignment.
Define C y x as the attitude transfer matrix from coordinate system x to coordinate system y, and w z xy as the projection of rotational angular velocity of coordinate system x with respect to coordinate system y in coordinate system z. Fig.1 shows the carrier's attitude between the b frame (O − x b y b z b ) and the n frame (O − x n y n z n ). In turn, rotate the n frame around z n , x n and y n axes by ψ, θ and ϕ angles, and then we can get the b frame. θ , ϕ and ψ are the pitch angle, roll angle and yaw angle of the carrier, respectively. 
III. FUNDAMENTALS A. DECOMPOSITION OF THE ATTITUDE MATRIX
The attitude matrix C n b (t) of the SINS can be decomposed as follows.
where
encode the attitude changes of the body frame from time 0 to t. Its rate equations arė
w b ib is the body angular rate measured by gyroscopes. w× is defined as:
Because of the earth's rotation, n 0 frame is slowing rotating with respect to the i n0 frame. The attitude matrix C
. where
L 0 and λ 0 are the geographic latitude and longitude. w ie is the Earth rotation rate.
At the start-up, n 0 is the n frame. When the carrier is moving, n frame will deviate from n 0 frame. Reference [19] points out that, when the change of latitude L t = L t − L 0 and longitude λ t = λ t − λ 0 are small angles, we have
Therefore, if the vehicle's displacement is not taken into account, C n n 0 (t) will be simplified as I, and the error caused by this omission can be reduced by position alignment.
B. ''q-METHOD''
The ''q-method'' [11] , [12] is the attitude estimation method in OBA algorithm, using continuous observation vectors in two coordinate frames to estimate the attitude. Suppose two observation vectors α v and β v , which satisfied
Then the attitude matrix C i β i α can be estimated by continuous sampling of α v and β v .
Define the four-element unit quaternion q = [s η T ] T , where s is the scalar part and η is the vector part, is used to encode the initial body attitude matrix C i β i α . The relationship between these two rotation parameters is
Define the quaternion multiplication matrices by
Equation (9) is equivalent to
The determination of the attitude quaternion can be posed as a constrained optimization minT Kq, subject to q T q = 1 (12) where the 4 × 4 real symmetric matrix
It can be proved that the optimal estimation of q is exactly the normalized eigenvector of K corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue.
IV. VELOCITY-AIDED COARSE ALIGNMENT A. VELOCITY EQUATION OF SINS IN i b 0 FRAME
The velocity differential equation of the SINS in b-frame iṡ
where (2w b ie + w b eb ) × V b is the Coriolis acceleration and the centripetal acceleration.
It should be noticed that in equation (14), (2w b ie + w b eb ) × V b and g n are velocity-related and position-related items. Its performance is more dependent on the measurement precision of the velocity and the positioning, especially for fast moving vehicles. Therefore we consider avoiding the (2w b ie + w b eb ) × V b item in the velocity equation. According to the Newton second law:
then we get
where F is the non gravitational force. f = F m is the specific force. G is the gravitational acceleration and we have
where a c is the centripetal acceleration caused by the rotation of the earth. According to equation (16), the velocity differential equation of the SINS in i b0 frame iṡ (18) In (18), r is the position vector in n frame, which can be approximated as [0 0 R e ] T and R e is the approximate earth radius.
According to (7), we get
The displacement of the carrier in the East and North direction can be approximated as
Substituting (20) into (19) yields
where D n 0 is the horizontal displacement of the carrier. Substituting (21) into (18), we geṫ
The incremental integral above can be approximated using the one-sample correction by (see [12, Appendix, Section A])
where θ is the gyroscope-measured incremental angle in one sampling interval and s is the externally measured VOLUME 6, 2018
incremental displacement in the b frame in one sampling interval. The discrete form of (22) is
According to the Coriolis Theorem, V i = V e + w ie × r, hence equation (25) can be written as
In (28), v is the sample of the accelerometer-measured incremental velocity. Equation (30) can be approximated by
From (26), we get
Therefore, we can estimate C i n 0 i b 0 through the ''q-method.'' It was proved in [19] that
It can be derived from (19)-(21) that
Therefore, C n 0 n can be derived as
B. ALGORITHM PROCESS
We propose an improved alignment and positioning algorithm in the i b 0 frame, the complete process is summarized below Initialization: Step 4: Update the position of SINS based on (35). Compute C n 0 n using (36), and then we can get the estimation of C n b (t) by (1).
Step 5: Go to step 1 until the end.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The car-mounted experimental data were collected to evaluate the performance of the proposed alignment algorithm. The experimental platform and equipment are shown in Fig. 2 . The experimental SINS is a navigation-grade SINS which consists of three ring laser gyroscopes with drift rate 0.007 • /h(1σ ) and three quartz accelerometers with bias of 5 × 10 −5 g(1σ ), and it provides raw gyros and accelerometers measurements at 125Hz. A single-antenna GPS receiver is installed on the top of the car and provides velocity and position reference at 1Hz. Odometer is equipped to provide b frame velocity reference. The pulse equivalent of the used odometer is 0.08194m, and its update rate is 125Hz.
When the SINS is powered on, the car keeps static for 20min and then starts moving for 40min. The recorded data include the gyros and accelerometers measurements, GPS position and velocity, and the odometer speed. The attitude and velocity reference can be generated based on the static alignment and GPS/INS integrated navigation.
A 600-s data segment is chosen from the whole recorded data. The forward speed output of the odometer and the reference velocity provided by GPS/INS integration are presented in Figs. 3-4 . For comparison, the proposed alignment method (''Scheme 1'') and the existing alignment method (''Scheme 2'') was carried out in experiment and the results are shown in Figs. 5-10. The coarse alignment algorithm for SINS using q-method (named Wahba's problem) are typically studied in [17] . Compared with scheme 1, scheme 2 studies b frame velocity-aided alignment problems too, but it follows the basic ideas in [17] . Its attitude alignment method is similar to this paper, which is called the ''q-method'', and the difference is that the problem is treated in some inertial frame in this paper, while scheme 2 treated the similar problem in a traditional moving frame and therefore its basic equation contains the velocity term (equation (14)). In other words, its performance is more dependent on the measurement precision of the velocity, which will be highly disturbed by the dynamic environment. Besides, the real-time positioning during the dynamic alignment is not studied in scheme 2, so its position alignment error is relatively large. Figs. 5-7 present the attitude alignment curves of the proposed method and the contrastive method. It is clearly shown that the scheme 1 performs better than scheme 2 because it can track the reference changes with higher precision. Besides, when the vehicle's attitude changes quickly (100s-200s) , the tracking performance of scheme 2 is poor. It proves that even using the same velocity reference, the new alignment model in scheme 1 can guarantee a higher alignment precision than scheme 2. The aligned errors (platform misalignment angles) are shown in Fig. 8-Fig. 10 . It can be seen from Figs.8-10 that the alignment errors converged with time. Scheme 1 show faster convergence than scheme 2. In the 300s alignment, the horizontal errors . It is remarkable that the 600-s' coarse alignment is obviously too slow. Actually, 300-s' alignment is quite enough. 11 presents the positioning error curve. It can be calculated that, after 300-s' alignment, the final positioning error is 85 meters while the total voyage is 5250 meters, and after 600-s' alignment, the final positioning error is 66 meters while the total voyage is 10382 meters. The positioning accuracy is accordance with the attitude alignment accuracy. At the beginning of the alignment, the positioning error are quite significant because the large attitude errors. But as the attitude errors decreased by time, the positioning accuracy is increased.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
For the coarse attitude and position alignment of the dynamic SINS, a novel algorithm based on external velocity reference is proposed in this paper. The SINS's velocity is derived in the inertial coordinate frame, to exclude the Coriolis item in the velocity equation. The ''q-method'' based on continuous observation vectors is employed to estimate the initial attitude matrix. During the attitude alignment process, the realtime position of the vehicle is approximately located, which further improves the attitude accuracy in turn. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve fairly good coarse alignment results. Even in a complex dynamic environment , the horizontal errors converged in 0.1 • and the heading errors converged in 0.5 • within 300-s, which totally meet the initial requirements of fine alignment.
